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Defining the optimal point of opening and developing
a surface pit mine
Ivo Galić 1, Dragan Krasić 2 and Tihomir Knežiček 3
Contemporary methods of projecting surface pit mines are applicable exclusively by means of computing technique and specifiedpurposed programs. One of the developed methods is The Method of movable slopes has been confirmed by the test on the "Kongora"
open pit. The process of projecting surface open pit mines includes the defining of the digging block sequences. The optimal pit opening
position and pit development determined by the Method of uniformed ratio.
Key words: open surface pit, optimal point of opening, development, contemporary methods.

Introduction
Optimalization of the contours of the "Kongora" open surface pit, applying the Method of movable
slopes (l) has been elaborated in the Master thesis "Projecting in the mining by applying application
programs" [10]. In the basic proposition of the Method of movable slopes, fix values of the energy market
prices and the elementary prices of mineral raw material digging, have been taken into consideration for
the reason of simplified procedure in verifying the method in the course of elaborating the algorithms [9,10].
According to the algorithms of contemporary methods, a process of projecting surface pit mines includes also
determination of blocks digging seguences [14]. It includes an exact defining of optimal opening point and
the direction of developing surface pit.
The change of the exploitation price is considerably influenced by the factors such as - the place of
opening, the way of digging, direction of advancing and some additional investments [1]. Formerly
determined final contours of the surface pit might serve as an ultimate goal of optimalization. An exact
sequence of technological operations should be determined to be able to reach the established goal [4,5].
The point of opening and developing of the surface pit is greatly influenced by the following factors:
value of the mineral raw material (economic factor), shape of ore body, quality of the mineral raw material
and the quantity of the overburden (natural and technological factors) as well as the morphology of the
ground. Inside any surface pit mine there is tendency of continuity in sense of profit but also with regard to
really possible technological solutions. It means that a crucial problem is to achieve constant quality of
mineral raw material, quality of overburden and the form of mining works [2,3,6]. Following these
propositions, a contemporary method of determination an optimal point of opening and developing of
the surface pit has been elaborated, primarily for the stratified deposits as well as for the other types of
deposits, nominated as the Method of uniformed ratio (MUR). This method has been tested on
the representative example of the "Kongora" coal mine pit.
Theoretical model of the method of uniformed ratios
Basic propositions of the Method of uniformed ratios (MUR)
Existing algorithm of the Method of movable slopes (MMS) represents the basis of the contemporary
method in projecting surface mine pits [9,10,11].
In optimization of the contours of a surface pit, it is doubtless that MMS resulted as an effective method.
However, projecting a surface pit is a large scale and long lasting process so that the segment of
determination an optimal point and developing of a surface pit has remained unsolved.
To determine an optimal point of opening and developing surface pits, various criteria should be
scientifically explored and taken into consideration.
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•
•
•
•

They are as follows:
Natural: basis of geological, hydrogeological, hydrologic, geomechanical and other data;
Technological-exploitative: basis of mining data;
Technological with specified purpose: basis of the data for specified-purpose objects;
Economic: the basis of economic models.

Taking into consideration that above said data have been elaborated or they could be delt by the method
of movable slopes, a research is directed to certain relation terms by means of which a number of influencing
factors can be reduced to minimum [4,8,15]. Using this method of research, one can achieve an issue value
that would illustrate a requested goal, in other words, it might determine the point of opening and
the sequence of blocks digging [17,18].
Following this, factors which have the greatest influence on the point of opening and developing
the digging blocks on the surface pit, should be clearly pointed out. They are as follows:
•
An utmost possible profit
•
The shortest transport ways
•
Constant quality of mineral raw material
•
Uniform coefficient of overburden
Profit as a positive value and the length of transport ways as an expense, represent a pure economic
factor, where the profit is being increased by reducing transport expenses and reversely. It is understood that
for the sequence of exploitation, the most suitable are the blocks and/or the zones of blocks of (surface pits
which have the highest profit and the shortest distancev [21,22].
However, the problem becomes complex when technological requests for a constant quality of mineral
raw material and a constant coefficient of overburden is added. Quality .of mineral raw material is oscillating
even in the most homogenous deposits so that it is obligatory to determine the mode of exploitation, i.e.
development of a surface pit which should secure a definite constant quality of mineral raw material. [3]. In
this case it should be taken into consideration that the point of opening is only the zone of maximum where
the development of surface pit will be initiated. The plan and the quality of overburden is uneven and usually
it becomes thicker and grows as the pit gets deeper.
According to above stated problems, an algorithm for equalizing coefficients has been worked out; it
expressed the most convenient relation between factors of influence for determing the opening point and
developing the surface pit, nominated as the Method of uniformed ratios (MUR).
Numerical expressions of the Method of uniformed ratio (MUR)
The basic starting point for numerical expressions of the Method of uniformed ratio (MUR) are
the given criteria and the factors of influence, as well as the reciprocal connection with numerical expressions
of the Method of movable slopes (MMS) [23]. The elaborated data from the economic method obtained by
the MMS [12] are used as entry data.
According to the Method of movable slopes, the value (profit) of the blocks is obtained with
the expression:

Bi , j ,k = Ct ⋅ Ei , j ,k − Ti , j ,k

(1)

Ct - price of the mineral raw material on the world market, (money unit/ equ.)
Ei,j,k- equivalent value of the block bi,j,k , (equ.)
Ti,j,k- expenses of the exploitation of the block bi,j,k , (money unit)
Expression for constant quality of mineral raw material:

kq =

∆q + qav
qav

∆q - difference between quality of mineral raw material in the block i,j,k
and an average quality (for coal: thermal value) in optimal contour (from 1 to 2)

∆q = qi , j ,k − q av
qi,j,k - quality of mineral raw material in the block i,j,k
qav - average quality of the mineral raw material in the whole deposit
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Expression for the coefficient of the overburden quantity:

k ko =

Oi , j ,k + Oav

(3)

Oav

Oi,j,k- quantity of the overburden in the block i,j,k
Oav - average quantity of the overburden by a block
Unifying the coefficients of uniformed quality of mineral raw material and quantity of overburden in
any block, we get a technological coefficient of uniformity for an observed block:
(4)

ku= kq x kko

However, for every contour of the surface pit, on any position of the block bi,j,k, it is necessary to
define an average or middle coefficient of the overburden which would practically include the substance of
all the blocks which should be digged above the lowest observed block.
Average (middle) coefficient of uniformity (Ks) is obtained
by the expression:
n

Ks =

∑k
i =1

u

(5)

Nb

n

∑k
i =1

u

-amount of technological coefficients of uniformity in the contour of the pit Si,j,k

Nb
- number of the blocks in the contour of the pit Si,j,k
The contour of the surface pit, in geometric symmetrical forms, can be approximated, i.e. observed as an
inverted cone.
The number of blocks in 3D in an inversed cone can be observed in two ways:
a, For the case when the level i=n, there is a minimal number of blocks, i.e. one block is used for the
fallowing expression:
n

N b = ∑ (2 ⋅ i - 1) 2

(6)

i =1

Correctness of the expression (6) is confirmed by the example in the Table 1.
Tab. 1. Defining the number of the blocks in 3D in an inversed cone when i=n, and ∆j=1 and ∆k=1 on the lowest level.
Σi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
..
n

b,

∆j=2i - 1
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
..
2 x n -1

∆k=2i - 1
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
..
2 x n -1

Nb
1
10
35
84
165
286
455
..
Nn

For the case when on the level i=n e.g. 3, there are jxk blocks, e. g. 2x3, the following expression is
used:
n

N b = ∑ ( ∆j ⋅ ∆ k )

(7)

i =1

The expression (7) is confirmed by the example in the Table 2.
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Tab. 2. Defining the number of the blocks in 3D in an inversed cone when i=n, and ∆j≠1 and/or ∆k≠1 and/or on the lowest level.
Nb
Σi
∆j
∆k
2
3
6
1
4
5
26
2
6
7
68
3
8
9
140
4
10
11
250
5
12
13
406
6
14
15
616
7
...
...
...
...
m
l
Nn
n

When the expressions (4) and (6) are included into the expression (5) one gets an average coefficient of
uniformity which usage is simplified.
n

Ks =

∑k
i =1
n

q

⋅ k ko

∑ (2i − 1)

(8)
2

i =1

And, finally, when the technological coefficients are uniformed one can come to a relation connection
between these coefficients and economic factors. Here, one should have in mind that value of the block
(profit) falls with the increase of transport distance.
Optimal point of opening and the most appropriate sequence of blocks digging will be obtained by
determing the maximum, i.e., the order of the blocks from the highest to the lowest value [4].
The most appropriate order, i.e. the sequence of the blocks digging, in other words, the formation of
the series of the surface pits is obtained by the expression:
(9)
I O = Bi , j ,k − (Te ⋅ K s )
- index value of the sequence of digging
Iv
Bi,j,k - value of the block bi,j,k (it can be positive or negative)
Te - transport expanses, from the position of the block till the deposit, (money unit)

Te = Qt ⋅ Lt ⋅ Ct

Qt
Lt
Ct
Ka

(10)

- total amount which is transported from the pit contour, m3
- distance of transport, from the position of the block till the deposit, m
- unit price of the transport, (money unit/m3 m')
- average coefficient of the uniform quality m.s. and the quantity of the overburden in the contour of
the pit Si,j,k

The sequence of digging the blocks, i.e. the series of surface pits will be obtained by the principle of
maximal value, it means that the pit with greater index will have priority value, thus:

S D = {I O (max) ; I O (max −1) ; I O (max −2 ) ;...; I O (min +1) ; I O (min) }

(11)

The sequence of digging is practically the sum of all the index values in the optimal contour of
the surface pit with a falling seria, i.e. the order from maximal to minimal value [17,18].
According to the expression (11) we obtain pure mathematical values, but practical solutions for
an optimal point of opening and developing a surface pit will be achieved by the interpretation of treated
amount of data and after defining zones of maximum and submaximum. Such an approach is the result of
technological criteria which having taken into consideration theoretically obtained sizes, presume that real
solutions are achieved on the ground. They are, for example, possibility of forming digging open-pit benches,
traffic ways and other objects on the surface pit. Their main features are dynamism and continuity of
fhe works.
Procedure in applying the Method of uniformed ratio
Elaboration of geological and economic model of a deposit is the basic presumption for applying
the method of uniformed ratio (coefficients), i.e. for defining an optimal point of opening and sequence of
blocks digging [4,7,15]. Here, it is also necessary to determine, previously, an optimal contour or any contour
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of thee surface pit for which we
w want to determine
d
the place of opeening and the sequence of
o digging
the blocks, what practically
p
meeans that MM
MS (Method of movable slopes) preceedes the application of
M
of unifformed ratio (coefficients).
(
M
is as
the Method
The order off the workingg operations according to MUR
follow
ws:
1. Defining
D
the order
o
of the bloocks and startting point in sp
pace; [7,10,199]
2. Elaboration
E
off an economicc model of MU
UR on the basis of the MMS
S model;
3. Transformatio
T
on of the data of
o economic MUR
M
model in
nto the modell for working oout
the relation daata basis;
4. Developmentt of relation daata basis;
5. Interpretationn of exit results;
p
of openinng and develo
oping of a surfface pit.
6. Determinationn of optimal point
STING THE METHOD OF
O UNIFORM
MED RATIO
O (COEFFICIENTS) ON T
THE "KONG
GORA"
TES
SURFACE PIT
P
Basic data ab
B
bout the "Kon
ngora" depossit
"
"Kongora"
liggnite deposit iss situated in thhe Republic Bosnia
B
and Heercegovina, ccca 8 km south-east from
the municipal
m
cenntre, Tomislavvgrad, and ccca 100 km from
f
the tow
wn Split in C
Croatia. The results of
investtigation digginng show that the deposit "Kongora", in its structure, creates brachhysyncline stretching in
the diirection east-w
west in the lenngth of 4 km and
a 2 km in width
w
(Fig. 1 and
a 2) [13,16]]. Four coal laayers have
been developed
d
whhich are nameed on the basiss of their posiition in the deeposit or theirr significance according
to dettermined reserrves (Tab. 3).

F 1. Situation map
Fig.
m of the "Kong
gora" deposit, M11:25,000 [11].

Fig.. 2. Profile A-A' of
o the ''Kongora'' deposit, M1:25,000 [11].
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CATEGORY
B
C1
TOTALLY
C2

Tab. 3. Proved reserves of the coal in the "Kongora" deposit [11,13].
RESERVES OF COAL, t
Geologic reserves
Balance reserves
135,568,000
129,831,000
80,333,000
76,582,000
215,901,000
206,413,000
57,888,000
57,888,000

Determination of the order of blocks and starting point in space
The first step in the application of MUR on the "Kongora" deposit was to define the order of blocks and
starting point in space. Taking into consideration that block model had been previously positioned in space,
the working task was to define x,y,z coordinates, for each block in the model (Fig. 3).
The second step was to position the starting point, i.e. defining x,y,z coordinates, of the place to which
the mineral raw material (coal) would be transported. Position of the block i,j,k =1,1,1 was chosen as
a starting point as there was practically supposed the location for depositing coal,i.ef the industrial zone of
the thermoelectric plant.
The third step in th
e preparation of the Method of uniformed ratio (MUR) was more particular and demanded task, i.e., to
elaborate estimation of the distance of each block from the starting point.
The data about the space order and the distance of the blocks from the starting point were recorded in
the estimation tables and afterwards used in economic models.
Elaboration of economic model of the MUR on the basis of the model of MMS (Method of
movable slopes)
Starting point for elaboration of the model MUR were the expressions defined in the point 2 (from 2 to
11) as well as formerly worked the economic model of MMS which matrix is shown on the Fig. 4.
In the model MMS each block is consisted of 3 cells, i.e. links which represent definite parameters of
the optimalization of the surface pit contours.
However, the application of MUR, i.e. defining the starting point of opening and developing of the
surface pit can be worked out only by introducing new parameters which were elaborated and stated in the
expressions from (2) to (11).
Thus, the existing model of MMS was used as a form, therefore the economic model of MUR with 13
cells in each block was elaborated (Pict.5). Here, it is essential to know that by means of economic model we
stimulate the space order of blocks in nature.
By means of economic model of MUR one of the chosen contours of the surface pit to which we want to
come through the best order of blocks digging is being observed.

Fig. 3. Block model of the "Kongora" deposit.
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I this examplle an optimal contour of thee "Kongora" surface
In
s
pit whhich contains 11235 blocks of
o coal and
overbburden is giveen. The wholee block modeel contains 6300 blocks (300 coloumn x 30 pillars x 6 files) of
whichh a considerabble number off blocks (5065) is not takeen into considderation whenn making estim
mations of
param
meters but a zeero value and space order iss added to them
m.
E
Estimation
of parameters off the opening and
a developin
ng point accorrding to expressions for MU
UR
U
Using
the exprressions of thee algorithm off MUR and en
ntry data (quanntity of coal, ooverburden an
nd energy,
speciffic heat, expennses of exploiitation and proofit) the other factors whichh influence thee choice of op
pening and
develooping of surfface pit are elaborated.
e
Inn each cell for
f a belonginng factor therre is formed a relation
(mathhematical andd programminng) by meanss of which an
a automatizeed elaborationn of the dataa is made
possibble, of those internal and external ones. Such a waay of elaboraating data andd obtaining ex
xit results
produuces a great number
n
of recciprocal linkss between cellls, what oftenn makes diffi
ficulties to an
n operator.
Howeever, users maay see this ecoonomic modell as an amoun
nt of settled values of regullar order, as itt is shown
on thee Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Display of onee column from thee economic modeel of MMS.

B introducingg 12 factors-ccells, influentiial factors are reduced to onne value, i.e. oon the index of
By
o digging
(Io ) which
w
is statedd on the last, loowest place inn the block.
Transformatiion of the datta of the econ
T
nomic model into
i
the modeel for elaboraation of the reelation
b
basis
data
A
After
all the data
d in the ecoonomic modell MUR were entered
e
and worked
w
out, it is necessary to
t perform
certainn transformattion. Economiic model which simulated also space orrder on the bllocks in the surface
s
pit
contouurs is not apppropriate for sorting
s
the datta for the reasson that all thhe variables arre also given in the 3D
field. Therefore, it is
i necessary too transform vaariables from the 3D field into.
i
1D field.
T basic priinciple of thee relation bassis of the daata is that thee variables aare in accordaance with
The
the coolumns, to be able, after thhe client's dem
mand, to perfo
orm any searcch i.e. sorting the data. Acccording to
the staated rule, rotaation of the paarameters ordder was perforrmed in a wayy that to eachh parameter on
ne column
was given.
g
(Fig. 6)..

Fig. 5. Exam
mple of forming thhe economic mod
del MUR for the "Kongora"
"K
deposiit.
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Fig. 6. Displaay of a transformeed economic mod
del of MUR from 3D into 1D field.

t relation data
d
basis
Development of the
r
data basis
b
was form
med by origin
nal estimation tables in a way that by meeans of
Dataa pool of the relation
direct linkks the relationn between thee operations inn EXCEL and
d ACCESS prrograms was fformed. Inserttion of
the data has
h an interacctive meaning, namely, eachh change of value
v
in originnal data files ccauses an auto
omatic
change inn all the other data files.
By application
a
off certain moduules the imporrted or indepen
ndently createed data files can be displayeed in a
reduced form,
f
accordinng to the userr's necessity, as
a for examplee, if one wantts to give onlyy quantity (su
um and
similar) of
o coal by the blocks.
Sortting of the datta enabled us to arrange thee estimated in
ndex values off blocks diggiing according
g to the
expressioon (11) and thhus to obtain a falling sequeence of value,, from maxim
mum to minimuum. In this way, for
each file (from 1 to 7) and for all coollective, an order
o
of block
ks digging wass worked out. By ordering to sort
f instance, by
b falling series, an order foor a parallel trransfer of the other variablees in the samee file is
one file, for
also giveen. Sorting off the data cann be perform
med simultaneously for moore variables, but with reg
gard to
formerly reducing the number
n
of facctors to one vaalue, this operration seems too be contradicctory.
play of the results in numeerical form
Disp
m of presentinng the results is
i a display of
o mathematical (theoreticall) correct sequ
uences
A nuumerical form
of fallingg or increasingg, depending on
o a functional order. It is certain that such
s
a series iis hardly posssible in
practice, what means that certain aberrations should
s
take place
p
even inn the most deetailed calculations.
Technoloogical solutionns are in fact modified theooretical solutions which miight be carriedd out in deterrmined
space andd time.
wn on the Fig. 7.
7
Dispplay of numeriical values in the form of a table is show
Accoording to the Fig.
F 7, a fallinng index of digging is seen,, from the highhest to the low
west value, ob
btained
on the baasis of the exxpression (11). In the last file (F21) th
he ordinal num
mbers of the blocks digging are
presentedd.

Fig. 7. Display of numerical values (sequencee of digging) in thhe form of table.

play of the results in graph
hical form
Disp
Grapphical form of displaying the
t results is definitely
d
the form with cerrtain aberratioons from theo
oretical
values, thhough it is more
m
true to reeal shape of surface pit in
n some phase of works. Too be able to clearly
c
illustrate the differencee between maathematical orrder of size, and
a geometricc - possible m
model of the po
oint of
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openinng and sequennce of digginng (developmeent), on the Fiig. 8 theoreticcal values andd practical sollutions are
being displayed.

DE
ETERMINATION OF TH
HE OPTIMA
AL POINT OF
F OPENING
G AND DEVE
ELOPING OF
F THE
"KONG
GORA" SUR
RFACE PIT
E
Extensive
prepparatory operaations and varrious kinds of elaborating thhe data are in the function of
o the final
goal, that is, defininng an optimall point of opening and deveeloping of thee surface pits [[20]. A complete series
ng, should result, in the eend, in techn
nologically
of facctors of influuence, even a reduced inddex of diggin
realizable solutionss [22].

Figg.8. Graphic dispplay format of surrface mining, blocks first order.

Determinatioon of the optim
D
mal point of opening
o
the surface
s
pit
A
According
to the
t Fig. 8, cerrtain zones inn which the bllocks of definite index valuues are concen
ntrated are
clearlyy evident. If we
w observe thhe most approppriate blocks, it can be stated that the zoones of maxim
mum are in
questiion. Therefore, for the "K
Kongora" surfface pit the tw
wo distinct zones
z
with thhe highest vallues (dark
shadoows on the Figg. 8) can be deetermined. Ann optimal poin
nt of opening represents
r
thee most approprriate place
for sttarting the miining works. Mathematically observed, there is onlyy one maxim
mum, but, tech
hnological
demannds are of diffferent significcance, namelyy, we observee the zones in which the bloocks of definiite, in this
case, of maximal values,
v
are cooncentrated. Therefore
T
the "Kongora" deposit
d
imposses a solution with two
pointss of opening, or more expliicitly, formingg the two fron
nts of mining works, as it iis shown on th
he Fig. 10
[11].
Determinatioon of developiing a surface pit
D
D
Development
of a surface pit
p represents, in the first pllace, definingg the front andd progression of mining
workss. Against the definition, thhe front repressents the form
m of developinng the face of files (e.g., lon
ngitudinal,
cross or circular) annd progressioon represents the
t direction and
a form of moving
m
the minning works frronts (e.g.,
paralllel, fan-shapedd, radial and similar).
A
According
to the
t solution from
fr
the Studyy "Integrated Lignite
L
Mininng and Power Project", elab
borated by
the firrm Reinbraunn Engineeringg and Wasser GMBH, Germ
many (1998), the optimal ppoint of open
ning of the
"Konggora" surface pit is situatedd on the midddle part of thee north side of the deposit. A circular fo
orm of the
front with
w radial progression of mining
m
works was proposed
d, as shown onn the Fig. 9 [12].

Figg. 9. Chosen variiant of opening annd developing thee "Kongora" surfface pit, M 1:40 0000 [12].
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wever, accordiing the invesstigations of applying
a
the method MUR
R, it is evidennt that the orrder of
How
mining works
w
is influeenced by a nuumber of facttors. Reducin
ng all these faactors to one index of digg
ging, a
possibilitty of making selections
s
and arranging thee blocks accorrding to definiite zones is creeated.
Linkking the blockks by a methood of kriging, with differen
nt space order and close inddexes of open
ning, in
the samee tonality, praactically the models of thhe most apprropriate development of m
mining workss were
elaborated. Tonalities denote the blocks, i.e. the zones which,
w
against the MUR, should be digged
d
simultaneeously (Fig. 100).

Fig. 10. Points of openinng and developingg of the "Kongora
a" surface pit, according to MUR [11].

t
the "Kon
ngora" surface pit will bee developed by
b the
Accoording to thee Fig. 10, it is obvious that
combinattion of longituudinal and cirrcular-fold froont of the min
ning works, onn the basis off results obtain
ned by
the MUR
R. Circular-foold front of thhe mining woorks will be formed on thhe roof layerr of the chilo
ometric
synclinal. The sign Roo = 1 denotess the first poinnt of opening
g the surface pit
p and the pllace from whiich the
ment of the cirrcular-fold froont with radial progression will start. Loongitudinal froont of mining works
developm
will be foormed on the main layer inn the chilomettric and hecto
ometric synclinnal. The sign Ro = 2 denotes the
second pooint of openinng the surfacee pit and the place
p
from wh
hich the development of thhe longitudinaal front
with paraallel progressioon will start. On
O the Fig.10, the order of forming the positions
p
of thee fronts is seen.
CO
ONCLUSION
N
In thhis work the conception
c
off opening andd developing the
t surface piits on the straatified depositts have
been inveestigated and therefore
t
a method
m
named Method of Un
niformed Ratiio (MUR) hass been proposeed. On
the "Konggora" coal depposit the effeccts of this methhod is confirm
med.
Quaality of the miineral raw maaterial oscillattes even in th
he most homoogenous depossits. Thereforre, it is
necessaryy to define a way of explloitation (devvelopment) off the surface pit which w
will ensure a certain
c
constancyy of quality. Here,
H
it should be taken intto consideratiion that the orrder and qualiity of overburrden is
uneven.
o the MUR method,
m
the "Kongora" suurface pit willl be develop
ped by
On the basis of the results of
combinattion of longituudinal and ciircular-fold front of the miining works, thus achievinng the utmostt profit
from the coal exploitattion on the "K
Kongora" depoosit.
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